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About This Content

Paradox Interactive is happy to continue its musical partnership with Swedish power metal band, Sabaton, a group best known
for how it uses its music to illustrate great episodes of history.

This time, Paradox adds five of Sabatons World War II themed songs for Hearts of Iron IV, the newest Paradox game about
humanity’s greatest conflict.

The songs included in this content pack are:

1. Hearts of Iron: dedicated to German 9th and 12th armies that covered the escape of citizens fleeing the Soviets to
safety with the Western armies.

2. Primo Victoria: dedicated to Operation Overlord and the opening of the Western Front.

3. Stalingrad: dedicated to the Soviet soldiers who died fighting to defend Stalingrad.

4. Wolfpack: dedicated to victims and survivors of the submarine attack on convoy ON-92 in 1942.

5. Night Witches: dedicated to a deadly Soviet bomber crew composed entirely of women.
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I had a lot of fun with this game. Even only playing single-player and a couple hot seat games. Destroying enemy planets with
WMD's is awesome whether AI or another player. I decided to write this review because of the update that has just been
announced. It's nice to see the dev coming back and re-working the game for their players. I look forward to the new features
and stabilization. When the update releases, I believe it would be a good time to get into the game. The most fun I had with this
game was when playing hot-seat, so I'd imagine online play would be cool as well. I've never found an online game, but if you
have some friends with it, definitely get one going. I'm always down to play too, hit me up.. Probably one of the best VR games
on Steam. Although I am not a big fan of cool-down skill system, I still find myself having fun playing it~
. its b-b-b-b-b-boring. So I made a first impressions video on the first few hours of the game. If you're on the fence about the
game, come and have a quick view. Hope it helps!

Youtube Link. I honestly wasn't expecting much, but this game made me laugh out loud more times than most AAA titles this
year. Well worth your money. Give it ALL the money.. Very good graphics, very smooth gameplay but VERY hard!. Snap
necks as terrorist-hunter Ophelia.

Game of the Year.. I thought this would be my kind of game but totally WRONG!

This was just frustrating. I gave it a go, but in the end I achived nothing.

I had 2 or 3 missions my team didn't even get passed the first room!

The first thing I noticed is my team always hated each other, which gives you big penalties. I even tried taking perks so that my
guys makes friends easy. but after a few minutes and they hated each other anyway. You'd think a team of professional could
put aside their dislikes to survive, but I guess your team is just a group of yahoos with no sense of survival. Because the penalties
are heavy.

I played arounf 2 dozen missions and failed horribly each and every sigle one of them. Maybe it's just me who sucks at this
game and don't understand the basic of it. But no matter what I tried, I only achieved total and utter defeat. Even with a full
team of combat oriented crew I had trouble engaging even a single alien (some of them are easy to engage, but I encountered
them sparsely). You need to gather a lot of intel before you start to get a faint idea of how to engage the enemy. By then most of
the time most of your team is already dead or dying. Even when it says you can simply engage them your team does poorly,
most of the time. One of the rare times I got lucky enough to get aliens life forms my team could actually manage, the room
with the log, I needed to retried, was protected with a turret. Which your team has NO WAY to defeat (afaik), unless you hack
it (but even that is temporary). But guess what, my only teamate that could hack it managed to die, before I spotted it, so
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 me. This was the only game I even came close to comple the first mission.

After half a dozen failed attempts, I realised I really needed more info about the game so I read the game manual. That didn't
help one bit. For example, I read about scanning rooms. So I got a guy with high detecting skill and equiped him with a scanner.
But for the life of me, I could not figure out how to scan a room. So it was useless.

Which bring me to another frustrating part of the game... the hacking. Your hacker(s) can only hack what your team visually
had contact with. That makes no sense to me. So if there's a turret to hack you need see it and yes the person who's going to
need to spot it will more than likely get shot at by it and very likely will die from the encounter (but not always). the one time I
managed to hack a turret without anyone dying in the process. I left my hacker on the console in case the nasty thing that reset
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the ship parameters passed by (because there was no firewall I could set up to avoid that) so the rest of my team could get
back.... but my hacker got ambushed by 5 aliens (you know that ones that my whole team have a hard time to handle a single
one). So my hacker died horribly and as I predicted it, the turret got reset and the rest of my team was stuck in a room. So much
fun!

An other annoying thing is your team is set randomly, and you can't move you guys around. So you can't organize them. For
example, you can get your combat crew on the top of the list and your hacker or whatnot arranged a certain way. Since you die
all the time you always need to figure out who what and where all the time and it gets annoying. Just that would've made that
game super frustrating to simply annoying to me. Also, you need to take the time to equipe them every single time, you can't
give them a default equipment build.

All that being said, if you somehow like frustration, swearing and the like... this is the game for you. Otherwise stay away from
it.

I still thing the game has potential and is an intresting concept, but I did not enjoy playing it.
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G E T I N Y A D R O N G O S. Very good game for the price. Creates a good and terrifying atmosphere with some good
jumpscares.

8 chairs smacking you in the face out of 10. Fun game! Really cute :). hilarious. nuff said.. Despite advertising itself as twin-
stick shooter and base-builder hybrid, I want to stress that this is a tower defence game more than anything else.

While you can certainly play it as a twin-stick, it's not really a long-term strategy that will allow you to reach the higher levels of
the game. To do that, you'll need to focus on building up your base.

This isn't a huge black mark against the game, however, as the tower defence is fairly endearing and did keep me coming back
over multiple play sessions. It does suffer from some of the age-old tower defence tropes, however, such as taking a long time to
build momentum and the earlier stages not being particularly exciting once you've cleared them a few times.

The game is pitched firmly on the casual side of the market and overall succeeds in delivering an enjoyable experience, albeit in
controlled bursts. I can't see many people having the stamina to jump back in right after failing on a later wave, as there are no
"milestone" levels and when you die, you start over from the start.

Ultimately, don't be fooled into thinking this is a shooty game for kids, it's not. However, the game is fairly accessible as a base-
building title and definitely offers several hours of fun. Provided you are looking for a casual tower defence experience, Sleep
Tight has my recommendation.

If you are interested in learning more about the game and seeing it in action, check out Sleep Tight in a Nutshell here - 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/iJW6mZia5XY. This software is great for anybody who is studying human anatomy. I draw comic books, so I
can't stress enough just how helpful this is. That being said, there are a few things that I would like to see added to the software:

1. You can currently change the size of your model from thin to very muscular. But there is not an option to make your
 characters fat, or disproportionate in any way. I would like to the ability to change the size of particular muscle groups
 while leaving other muscles alone. It would be great to be able to change the size of a female models breasts, while
 leaving the rest of her body alone, or to make a model have a really huge arm, while his other arm remains normal.

2. Changing hand postures is done in a preset way. That is to say, you cannot move individual joints in the hands. Rather,
  you choose from a set of pre-made hand positions.

3. I would love the ability to change the position of the hair on models. For example, if I had a model that looked like it was
  falling from a high building, I could shape the hair to look like it was being blown away from the face.

4. I would like to move individual joints in the feet. As the software is right now, curling toes is not possible.

5. Changing the shape/size of facial features would be a great addition.

6. Being able to add user-created textures to the models would be awesome.

7. Clothes!!! I would love to see the models in clothing, to get an idea of how the light would react to certain attire (folds,
  creases,etc.)

All in all, I do think the program is worth ten bucks. If the developers ever added the things that I mentioned, I would be
more than happy to pay for the DLC.
. Really love this game. Have a good story and easy to play but, it hard at the same time.. Cute, fun old school platformer.. This
game was pretty cool for the 1.1 hours. Needs some more content before I'd truly recommend paying money for it.

especially not 5 dollars.

But fun for a few minutes for certain.. its a great game
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